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Master thesis „Argentine Tango: A Portrait of Gender in Society“ deals with the parallel
between the evolution of gender relations in society and in dance. The goal of the essay
is to confirm the hypothesis that the reflection of social change in a cultural phenomena
is visible in tango through the change of traditional roles which are challenged by the
deconstruction of the formerly consistent parallel body – gender – gender role in dance
– gender performance. The first part presents an overview of the sociological theories of
social construction of the body and sociocultural meaning and communicative potential
of dance. The theory of gender performance is a linking idea which enables the author
to analyze human body and its movement as a text in a context. The second part is an
introduction to history, evolution, structure and ethics of the argentine tango. The core
of the essay is the third part, the analysis of the gender structure of tango and its
evolution through the analysis of construction, performance, troubling and
deconstruction of the gender stereotypes and archetypes in tango. The author points out
the illusory hierarchy of these concepts and their postmodern characteristics.
